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The American Woman Versus a Polish Woman. To Our Young Ladies.

There was an open letter to some young American ladies published in the Ladies’ Home Journal and presented 
in translation by the Daily Chicago Journal. The letter points out all the faults of American women, among them 
lacking good manners, boisterous behavior, vanity, conceit, shortage of education and refinement. With sincere 
courage the female author, not named, sharply pin-points the truth about the young American ladies, showing 
the lack of culture among them, who in this respect are much inferior to their mothers. The result is full of 
meaning - one can see that society in America is beginning to perceive the great evil that is spreading within the 
young generation of women, therefore, this calls for improvement, for conversion from this fatal path.

As for me personally, having lived for some time among American society, I could verify the full gravity of the 
charges against an American woman. Indeed – us, from Europe, especially Polish women, are simply astonished 
by the crazy thoughtlessness of the American woman’s life - this love of luxury, this thoughtless dressing up, 
this race to spend the last penny on clothes, feathers, frills, this recklessness, lack of work and purpose in 
life. Sadness, regret, and pity become overwhelming when one sees these assemblages of free, healthy, strong 
women - having so many paths open to exercise their abilities, aspirations, actions, and instead drowning their 
lives in the pursuit of ruffles. It’s hard to believe, it’s hard to comprehend it all. Yet, I must confess, that in all 
the times I was among the American women, I saw none of these young women with a magazine or a book in 
their hands, nor did I see a deeper interest in any serious matter. Their days pass idly, mindlessly, among loud 
laughter, boisterous games, dressing up, visiting stores. This vanity in life creates a void of the soul - we see a lack 
of deeper feelings, evidenced by so many divorces, broken family relations, and women’s brawly way of lives. 
And involuntarily the thought runs in another direction, other images and figures come to mind - quiet, bright, 
serene - from a sad, foggy, distant land.

In this case, I do not want to refer to my own judgment and opinion, but I would like to quote observations and 
descriptions from the latest, excellent French book – by the Leblonde brothers - who, to get to know our life and 
character, traveled for a long-time all-over Poland, visiting all three partitions. They studied our life, looked at 
it with their own critical eye, and announced their thoughts and observations in the recently published work 
“Living Poland” (La Pologne Vivante). It is a very interesting and conscientious work, from which we - Poles - 
can learn a lot, because there are numbers, notes, and statements, little known to us. For today, I am going to 
summarize only those parts of the book where the Polish woman is mentioned.

I am convinced that the Leblonde brothers are the first foreign writers who penetrated the life of the Polish 
nation and Polish woman in such a way, and who understood both offering to our nation such a word of truth, 
such a word of admiration and deep appreciation towards the Polish woman. In their superb book they claim 
that today the Polish woman is the soul of our nation, she is the source of power to those who fight, she is the 
energy and support to those who break under the overwhelming hardship of fate. They describe, how Polish 
woman, brave, joyful, but invincible, was capable to turn her home into a fortress against the enemy. He can’t 
enter it, and she, as the omnipotent woman, reigns over it. She is the one who takes care of the beloved beings 
with her warmth, and she encourages their power. She lifts them on the wings of love towards the victory with 
the grand words of the national prophets and heroes. (…)

The French writers bow their heads with admiration in front of the Polish woman fighting for the future of her 
homeland saying that she deserves to be the subject of the written volumes, furthermore, those volumes should 
be given to read by the youth, and from the example of her life and character young generation could learn about 
the virtues, invincibility, and bravery. In their old times the volumes were written about the Spartan and Roman 
women, today- the French writers add- they should be composed about the Polish ones. (…)


